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Abstract
In this article, we deal with graphs modelling interconnection networks of parallel systems
(parallel computers, networks of workstations, etc.). We want to share the nodes of such a
network between many users, each one needing a given number of nodes. Thus, a graph G with
N vertices is said to be decomposable if for each set {n1; : : : ; nk} whose sum is equal to N , there
exists a partition V1; : : : ; Vk of V (G) such that for each i, 16i6k, |Vi| = ni and the subgraph
induced by Vi is connected. We show that determining whether a given tripode (three disjoint
chains connected by one extremity to a same new vertex) is decomposable can be done by a
polynomial algorithm. ? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we deal with graphs modelling parallel systems (parallel computers,
networks of workstations, etc.), considered as networks connecting di:erent computing
resources [7,10,13]. Such a parallel system could be simultaneously used by di:erent
distributed applications [1,8]. In this case, a subpart of the network (in terms of nodes)
has to be e>ciently assigned to each application, that is as far as possible without over-
lapping communications of two di:erent applications. We here focus on the capacity
to e>ciently share the resources of a parallel system between many users (see [2,3,6]
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for di:erent technics and applications about networks sharing). Let G be a graph of
order N (that is with N vertices) modelling a parallel system. Consider k di:erent
users such that the ith one needs ni resources in G with
∑
16i6k ni6N . The aim is
then to attribute a good number of resources to each user such that
(i) the subgraph of G induced by the set of resources attributed to each user is
connected,
(ii) a resource is attributed to at the most one user.
Conditions (i) and (ii) guarantee that the communications generated by the applica-
tion of one user will not disturb the other applications, and that each user works on
its own local network. This resources attribution can always be realised in a graph G
containing an hamiltonian path (that is a traceable graph). Note that, by just know-
ing that G is a traceable graph, it is still a di>cult problem to design an algorithm
performing such an attribution.
More generally, the problem of knowing whether a given resources attribution is
always possible, has been recently shown to be NP-complete [12] (see [9] for de@nitions
about NP-completeness). We do not know if this problem is NP-complete in case of
trees. The interest of studying trees is also motivated by the fact that if a spanning
tree of a graph is decomposable, then so is this graph. In our article, as a @rst study
on this problem, we consider the particular case of Tripodes, that is trees made of
three disjoint chains connected by one extremity to a same new vertex called root.
The problem of knowing whether a tripode is decomposable is equivalent to a number
theory problem (see Problem 2) which seems to be di>cult at @rst sight. From the
graph theory point of view, this problem can also be seen as a generalisation of the
problem of knowing if a graph contains a perfect matching if |V (G)| is even (that is
if {2; 2; : : : ; 2} con@gures G) or a quasi-perfect matching if |V (G)| is odd (that is if
{2; : : : ; 2; 1} con@gures G) [11]. Thus, all necessary conditions for a graph to contain
a perfect matching (or a quasi-perfect matching) are necessary conditions for a graph
to be decomposable.
The article is organised as follows. In the rest of this section, we give de@nitions
and present the problems we deal with. Section 2 presents the main result, that is a
non trivial necessary and su>cient condition for a tripode to be decomposable, and we
show that this condition can be checked in polynomial time.
1.1. De>nitions
We consider classical graphs notations and de@nitions (see [5]).
Denition 1. Let G be a graph with n vertices. Consider d= {n1; n2; : : : ; nk} a set of
integers such that n1¿n2 · · ·¿nk and
∑k
i=1 ni=n; such a set d is called a decomposition
of n. We denote by maxd the greatest integer in d and by D(n) the set of all the
decompositions of n.
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Fig. 1. A tree T with a set partition from a decomposition {4; 3; 2; 1}.
Denition 2. We say that a decomposition d= {n1; n2; : : : ; nk} ∈ D(n) con>gures G if
there exists a set partition V1; V2; : : : ; Vk of V (G), called (G; d)-partition, such that for
each i, 16i6k,
• |Vi|= ni;
• the subgraph of G induced by Vi is connected.
We say that Vi is the ni-set of the (G; d)-partition, and that l-sets are all the sets Vi
of same cardinality l ∈ d.
An example is given on a tree T in Fig. 1. We now de@ne what we call a decom-
posable graph.
Denition 3. A graph G is said to be decomposable if each decomposition of D(n)
con@gures G.
In this article, we especially focus on k-podes T (t1; t2; : : : ; tk), with k ¿ 2 and
t1; t2; : : : ; tk being k strictly positive integers such that t1¿t2¿ · · ·¿tk . The k-podes
T (t1; t2; : : : ; tk) is constructed by connecting one extremity of each of k chains, respec-
tively, of length t1 − 1; : : : ; tk − 1 (the chain of length ti in the k-podes is denoted
by Ti), to a new vertex called root (see Fig. 4(a)). The order of this graph is then
n= t1 + · · ·+ tk + 1.
1.2. Two problems
Problem 1. Decomposable graphs.
Given. A graph G.
Question. Is G a decomposable graph ?
Recently, it has been shown that, given a graph G and a decomposition d ∈
D(|V (G)|), the problem of knowing whether d con@gures G is NP-complete (see
[12]). It is still an open question whether Problem 1 for any graph G can be solved
in a polynomial time, function of |V (G)|.
If G is decomposable, then for any d ∈ D(|V (G)|), there is a covering subtree T
of G such that d con@gures T . Then, any graph with a decomposable spanning tree
is decomposable. Thus, as a @rst study on Problem 1, we focus here on trees. Let T
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Fig. 2. A non-decomposable tree with 11 vertices, knowing that the 3-podes T (6; 3; 1) is decomposable.
be a tree with n vertices, x be a vertex of degree k ¿ 2 in T and Cx = {t1; t2; : : : ; tk}
be the set of the number of vertices of all the connected subtrees obtained by deleting
x in T . Consider t1¿t2 · · ·¿tk . It is easy to see that, if T is decomposable, then for
any vertex x of degree k ¿ 2 from T , with Cx = {t1; : : : ; tk}, the k-podes T (t1; : : : ; tk)
is decomposable. Unfortunately, this is not a necessary and su>cient condition, as it
is shown in Fig. 2. From this relation between trees and k-podes, we have obtained in
[4] di:erent necessary conditions for a tree to be decomposable. For any vertex x in
T with Cx = {t1; : : : ; tk}, we have shown for example that
(a) t1¿(n− 1)==2 and for any i, 16i6k − 1, we have ti¿
∑k
j=i+1 tj,
(b) let co = |{t ∈ Cx: t is odd}|; if n is even then co = 1 else co ∈ {0; 2},
(c) (T )6log2(n− 1) + 1 and for any n¿5 and n = 6, there exists a decomposable
tree with n vertices di:erent from a chain.
Every chain is clearly decomposable. The @rst question is whether the problem is
also easy to solve in trees having exactly one vertex with degree more than 2. That
is why in this paper, we mainly deal with 3-podes, also called tripodes. Note that
by using Lemma 1 and De@nition 4 given later, Problem 1 for tripode T (t1; t2; t3) is
equivalent to this new problem:
Problem 2. 3-partition of n.
Given. Three integers t1, t2 and t3 with t1¿t2¿t3 ¿ 0.
Question. For all decompositions d of n= t1 + t2 + t3 + 1, does there exist a partition
d1, d2, d3 of d−{n1} such that
∑
v∈d1 v= t1−a;
∑
v∈d2 v= t2−b and
∑
v∈d3 v= t3−c,
where a, b and c are positive integers with a+ b+ c = n1 − 1?
In this article, we show that Problem 2 (i.e., Problem 1 for tripodes) can be solved
in polynomial time, function of n= t1 + t2 + t3 + 1.
2. Decomposable tripodes
Theorem 1. For any tripode T (t1; t2; t3); Problem 1 can be solved in polynomial time
function of n= t1 + t2 + t3 + 1.
This theorem is a direct consequence of the next two propositions. Proposition 1
gives a necessary and su>cient condition for a tripode to be decomposable. We show
that all the decompositions of n con@gure T= T (t1; t2; t3) i: this is true for two sub-
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Fig. 3. The decompositions set with a transformation from decomposition a to decomposition c.
sets of decompositions called q-decompositions and Mq-decompositions. In fact, we show
that if there exists a decomposition a that does not con@gure T, then there exists a
q-decomposition or a Mq-decomposition c that does not con@gure T (see Fig. 3). Propo-
sition 2 shows that knowing whether all the q-decompositions and the Mq-decompositions
con@gure T can be veri@ed by using a polynomial algorithm.
2.1. A necessary and suBcient condition
We @rst de@ne two kinds of decompositions of an integer n and then give our @rst
main result on tripodes.
Denition 4. Let n and q be two integers, with n¿q¿ 0. We call a q-decomposition
of n a decomposition made of u occurrences of q and v occurrences of q + 1, where
u and v are two integers such that n= uq+ v(q+ 1) and v = 0. We denote by (u; v)q
this q-decomposition.
Denition 5. Let n and q be two integers, with n¿q¿ 0. We call a Mq-decomposition
of n a decomposition made of u occurrences of q, v occurrences of q+1 and an integer
m, where
• n= uq+ v(q+ 1) + m,
• v = 0 and 16m6q− 1.
We denote by (u; v)q this Mq-decomposition.
For instance, consider n= 18. Then (2; 2)4 = {4; 4; 5; 5} and (1; 1)7 = {7; 8; 3}.
Proposition 1. The tripode T = T (t1; t2; t3) of order n is decomposable; if and only
if; all q-decompositions of n; with q6t2 + t3; and all q′-decompositions of n; with
q′6t3 − 2; are con>guring T.
We now establish a very useful result that concerns the position of the maxd-set of
any decomposition d of n on any decomposable tripode.
Denition 6. Let d ∈ D(n) be a decomposition con@guring a tripode T. A (T; d)-
partition p is said to be good if the root of T is in a maxd-set V of p. In this case
we denote by j, the cardinality of V ∩ Tj, with j = 1; 2; 3.
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Fig. 4. A (T (4; 3; 2); {4; 3; 2; 1})-partition (a) and a good (T (4; 3; 2); {4; 3; 2; 1})-partition (b).
Lemma 1. If d ∈ D(n) is a decomposition con>guring a tripode T of order n; then
there exists a good (T; d)-partition (note that this result is also true for k-podes).
Proof. Consider a (T; d)-partition p. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that
a maxd-set Vi lies on the path T1 of length t1−1 in T. Let Vj be the nj-set containing
the root of T. Since it is always possible to move the sets of p that lie on the same
path, we can consider that Vi is just near Vj (that is a vertex of Vi is adjacent to a
vertex of Vj) on T1. We give a sketch of a construction of a new (T; d)-partition p′
from p (see Fig. 4); it consists in
• adding vertices from T1 to Vj such that its cardinality becomes n1 and the subgraph
induced by Vj is still connected,
• extracting vertices from Vi such that its cardinality becomes nj.
It is easy to see that p′ is then a good (T; d)-partition.
We want to characterise the fact that a decomposition d of n con@gures a tripode,
and in order to do that, we need the following de@nition.
Denition 7. Let T (t1; t2; t3) be a tripode of order n and d a decomposition of n. Let
 be the sum of a subset of d− {n1}. We say that  satis@es Property (H) on d if
1 + t2 + t3 − n166t2.
Lemma 2. Let d={n1; n2; : : : ; nk} be a decomposition of D(n) such that n1¿n2 · · ·¿nk
and let T= T (t1; t2; t3) be a tripode such that nk¿t3 + 1. Then; the decomposition d
con>gures T; if and only if; there exists a subset S of d − {n1} such that the sum
of S satis>es Property (H) on d.
Proof. Since we have ni¿t3 + 1 for every i ∈ {1; 2; : : : ; k}, observe that every set of
a (T; d)-partition either contains the path T3 and the root of T or intersects none of
them.
• If: Suppose that there exists a subset S of d−{n1} such that the sum  of S satis@es
1+t2+t3−n166t2 (note that S may be an empty set). Hence 06t2−6n1−t3−1.
We can now construct a good (T; d)-partition in the following way. Every a-set
where a ∈ S lies on T2, the maxd-set contains the rest of T2, the root and the path
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T3 (we can do that since 06t2 − 6n1 − t3 − 1). Then, it is easy to decide where
the remaining a-sets lie on the remaining subpath of T1. Thus the decomposition d
con@gures T.
• Only if: Suppose that the decomposition d con@guresT with a good (T; d)-partition.
In particular, the maxd-set V contains the root of T and therefore it also contains
the path T3. Since the decomposition d con@gures T, there exists a subset S of
d−{n1} such that the sum  of S satis@es t2 =+ 2, where 2 = |V ∩ T2|. Since
0626n1− t3−1, we have 1+ t2+ t3−n166t2 and therefore  satis@es Property
(H) on d.
To prove Proposition 1, we also need the next lemma and the next de@nition.
Lemma 3. Let d= {n1; n2; : : : ; nk} be a decomposition of n such that d is non-con>-
guring a tripode T = T (t1; t2; t3) of order n. Every partition {A1; A2; : : : ; Al} of d
induces the decomposition d′ = {m1; m2; : : : ; ml} of n where Mi =
∑
a∈Ai a. Then the
decomposition d′ does not con>gure T if one of the following two conditions holds:
a: n1 = maxd′ .
b: Mi¿t3+1 and there exists ai ∈ Ai such that maxi−ai6t3 for every i ∈ {1; 2; : : : ; l}.
Proof. Suppose that d′={m1; m2; : : : ; ml} is a decomposition con@guringT. By Lemma
1, there exists a good (T; d′)-partition. Let i0 be the integer such that the mi0 -set
contains the root of T (in particular maxd′ = mi0 ). Observe that if case a holds, then
mi0 =maxd′=n1, and without loss of generality we can suppose that Ai0 ={n1} (indeed
possibly |Ai0 |¿2, but in this case there exists an integer i1 such that Ai1 = {n1} for
otherwise maxd′ ¿n1). If |Ai0 |=1 then Ai0 = {n1} (in particular, this is the case when
case a holds). If |Ai0 |¿2, since case b holds, the mi0 -set Vi0 of d′ contains the path T3
and the root of T. Moreover, we can split the set Vi0 such that the ai0 -set of d lies
on the part of Vi0 that contains the root of T and the two sets Vi0 ∩ T1 and Vi0 ∩ T2.
In either case, we obtain a (T; d)-partition by splitting every mi-set of d′ into a-sets
of d with a ∈ Ai.
Denition 8. We denote by Si; j the bijection on D(n) de@ned as follows: given a
decomposition d={n1; n2; : : : ; nk} of D(n), Si; j(d) is the decomposition of D(n) de@ned
by Si; j(d) = {nl|l = i; j}16l6k ∪ {ni − 1; nj + 1}.
Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose that T = T (t1; t2; t3) is not decomposable, and let
d = {n1; n2; : : : ; nk} be a decomposition of D(n) which does not con@gure T. Re-
call that n1¿n2 · · ·¿nk . We will show that there exists a q-decomposition of n or a
q′-decomposition of n with q′6t3 − 2, which does not con@gure T. If n1 = t3 then
d clearly con@gures T, a contradiction. Therefore we will consider the following two
cases.
a. Suppose that n16t3 − 1.
Claim 1. Without loss of generality; i = j implies ni + nj ¿n1.
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Otherwise, since ni + nj6n1, we can apply Lemma 3a to the decomposition {ni +
nj} ∪ {nl|l = i; j} of n. We repeat this operation untill Claim 1 holds.
Claim 2. If nk−16n1 − 2; then the decomposition S1; k−1(d) does not con>gure T.
Suppose that nk−16n1 − 2 and that S1; k−1(d) con@gures T. By Lemma 1, we
can consider a good (T; S1; k−1(d))-partition p. The same Tj does not contain both
(n1 − 1)-sets and (nk−1 + 1)-sets, for otherwise p gives us a good (T; d)-partition by
transferring one vertex from an (nk−1 +1)-set to an (n1−1)-set. Moreover, if n1 ¿n2,
then (n1 − 1) = maxS1; k−1(d) and by Lemma 1, it is easy to obtain from p a good
(T; d)-partition of d, a contradiction. So, we have n1 = n2.
Thus, maxS1; k−1(d) =n1 and therefore, we can assume that there exists (i1; i2; i3) ∈S3
(the set of the bijective functions on {1; 2; 3}) such that Ti1 contains an (nk−1 + 1)-set
and Ti2 contains an (n1 − 1)-set. We have i2 = 0 (see De@nition 6), for otherwise
we can transfer one vertex from the maxS1; k−1(d)-set to an (n1 − 1)-set of Ti2 . We now
prove that i16n1− nk−1− 2, that is i3¿nk−1 +1 (indeed, observe that maxS1; k−1(d) =
n1 = i3 + i1 + 1). As a matter of fact, suppose to the contrary that i1 ¿n1 − nk−1 −
2=(n1−1)− (nk−1 +1). Then, since by hypothesis nk−1 +16n1−1, we can exchange
an (nk−1 + 1)-set on Ti1 with an (n1 − 1)-set on Ti2 . Since after this exchange i1¿1
we can transfer one vertex from the maxS1; k−1(d)-set to the exchanged (n1 − 1)-set,
which contradicts the fact that the decomposition d does not con@gure T. We @nally
prove that only maxd-sets lie on Ti3 . Indeed, suppose that there is an nj-set on Ti3 such
that nj6n1 − 1. Since nj + i3¿nk + nk−1 + 1¿n1 (see Claim 1) we can exchange
an nj-set on Ti3 with an (n1 − 1)-set on Ti2 that can be extended to a maxd-set of a
(T; d)-partition, a contradiction.
Thus the nk -set lies on Ti1 or on Ti2 . Since i3¿nk−1 + 1¿nk , we can suppose
that the nk -set is lying on V (Ti3 ), which gives a contradiction with the fact that only
maxd-sets lie on Ti3 .
Apply S1; k−1 to the decomposition d until we get either a q-decomposition of n or
a Mq-decomposition of n with q6t3 − 2 and which does not con@gure T.
b. Suppose that n1¿t3 + 1.
Claim 3. Without loss of generality; nk¿t3 + 1.
Otherwise consider the following construction of sets of integers A1; : : : ; A. Let
 1 = {nk ; nk−1; : : : ; n1} be an ordered set of integers, where nk6nk−16 · · ·6n1, and i
be an integer.
Begin the construction with i = 1
While the smallest element e1 of the ordered set  i = {e1; e2; : : : ; em}; where e16e2
6 · · ·6em; is such that e16t3 do
• Let l be the integer such that e1+e2+· · ·+el6t3 and e1+e2+· · ·+el+el+1¿t3+1
(since n1¿t3 + 1; the integer l exists).
• Ai = {e1; : : : ; el+1}
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•  i+1 is the ordered set obtained from  i − Ai
• li = l
• i = i + 1.
After this construction, we obtain disjoint subsets A1; : : : ; A of {nk ; nk−1; : : : ; n1}
and an ordered set  +1 = {nr; : : : ; n1}. Then, for any j,  + 16j6 + r, we de@ne
Aj={nr++1−j}. If n2 ¿t3 then m1= |A1|=n1. Else, by construction, mi¿t3+1 for any
i ∈ {1; 2; : : : ; + r} and mi − nli6t3. Thus, by Lemma 3, the associated decomposition
d′ does not con@gure T.
Claim 4. If n2 ¿nk + 1; then the decomposition S2; k(d) does not con>gure T.
Since n1¿nk +1, we have maxd =maxS2; k (d) = n1. Let 
′ be the sum of a subset of
S2; k(d) \ {n1}. We consider three cases.
First, suppose that ′ contains both or none of n2 − 1 and nk + 1. Then ′ can be
seen as the sum of a subset of d\{n1}, Therefore, the sum ′ does not satisfy Property
(H) on S2; k(d) (see De@nition 7), since d does not con@gure T and by Lemma 2.
Now suppose that ′ contains nk + 1 but not n2 − 1. Then = ′ − 1 can be seen
as the sum of a subset of d \ {n1} and therefore does not satisfy Property (H) on
d. Hence ′ satis@es Property (H) on d, if and only if, ′ = 1 + t2 + t3 − n1. Then
= ′ + n2 − (nk + 1) = t2 + t3 + n2 − n1 − nk can be seen as the sum of a subset of
d \ {n1}. Since n2 ¿nk +1, we have ¿′ =1+ t2 + t3 − n1. Hence, ¿ t2, and so
n2 − n1 ¿nk − t3. Since n1¿n2, we obtain that nk ¡ t3, a contradiction.
Finally, suppose that ′ contains n2 − 1 but not nk + 1. Then  = ′ + 1 can
be seen as the sum of a subset of d \ {n1} and therefore does not satisfy Property
(H) on d. Hence, ′ satis@es Property (H) on d, if and only if, ′ = t2. Then
=′+nk−(n2−1)=t2+nk−n2+1 can be seen as the sum of a subset of d\{n1}. Since
n2−1¿nk , we have ¡′=t2. Hence ¡ 1+t2+t3−n1. Therefore, n2−n1 ¿nk−t3
and we get the same contradiction as above. In either case, we conclude that ′ does
not satisfy Property (H) on S2; k(d), and therefore S2; k(d) does not con@gure T.
Apply S2; k to d as many times as the hypothesis of Claim 4 (n2 ¿nk +1) holds. At
the end, we obtain a decomposition d′={m1; m2; : : : ; mk} ofD(n),where m1¿m2 · · ·¿mk ,
which does not con@gure T and which is made of u occurrences of an integer q, v
occurrences of q+ 1, with n= uq+ v(q+ 1) + m1.
Claim 5. If m1¿mk + 2; then the decomposition S1; k(d′) does not con>gure T.
Observe that maxS1; k (d′)=m1−1. Let ′ be the sum of a subset of S1; k(d′)\{m1−1}. If
′ does not contain mk+1, then ′ can be seen as the sum of a subset of d\{m1}, and
therefore ′ does not satisfy Property (H) on S1; k(d′). Otherwise ′ contains maxk+1.
Then =′− 1 can be seen as the sum of a subset of d \ {max1} and therefore does
not satisfy Property (H) on d. That is either ¿ t2 or ¡ 1 + t2 + t3 − m1. Since
=′−1, we obtain that either ′¿t2+1¿t2 or ′¡ 1+t2+t3−(m1−1). Therefore
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Fig. 5. A d-partition of T (t1; t2; t3).
′ still does not satisfy Property (H) on S1; k(d′), and by Lemma 2, we know that
S1; k(d′) does not con@gure T.
Apply S1; k to d′ until we get a q-decomposition of n that does not con@gure T.
2.2. A complexity result
Proposition 1 shows that to know if a tripode T is decomposable, it is necessary and
su>cient to check whether each q-decomposition and each Mq-decomposition con@gures
T. Therefore, to prove Theorem 1, we just have to prove the following.
Proposition 2. For any tripode T = T (t1; t2; t3); with n = t1 + t2 + t3 + 1 vertices;
knowing whether all q-decompositions of n; with q6t2 + t3; and all q′-decompositions
of n; with q′6t3−2; are con>guring T can be realised in a polynomial time function
of n.
We @rst see how to check that a q-decomposition con@gures a tripode T (t1; t2; t3).
Denition 9. A (q; u; v)-sum is an integer S such that there exist two integers a and
b such that S = aq+ b(q+ 1) with a6u and b6v.
Let $(S) be the integer a and  (S) be the integer b.
Lemma 4. Let d= (u; v)q be a q-decomposition of n.
Then; d con>gures T (t1; t2; t3) if and only if there exists a (q; u; v− 1)-sum R such
that t3−q6R6t3 and a (q; u−$(R); v− (R)−1)-sum S such that t2+t3−q−R6S6t2.
Proof. The decomposition d con@gures T (t1; t2; t3) with a good (T; d)-partition, if and
only if, considering T3, there exists a sum R among the set of integers d−{q+1} such
that t3 =R+ 3 where 36q, and then considering T2 there exists a sum S among the
set of integers d−{q+1;the integers of R} such that t2 = S+ 2 where 26q+R− t3
(see Fig. 5).
Proof of Proposition 2. Consider a tripode T=T (t1; t2; t3) of order n= t1 + t2 + t3 +1
and observe that a Mq-decomposition (u; v)q of n con@gures T (t1; t2; t3), if and only if,
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Fig. 6. Decomposable tripodes T (t1; t2; t3) of order n, 16n620.
the q-decomposition (u; v)q of n − m con@gures T (t1 − m; t2; t3) or T (t1; t2 − m; t3) or
T (t1; t2; t3 −m), where m= n− (uq+ v(q+ 1)). Therefore, it is su>cient to prove the
following claim.
Claim 6. Knowing whether all q-decompositions of n are con>guring T can be
realised in a polynomial time function of n.
A q-decomposition is characterised by q, the number u of occurrences of q and the
number v of occurrences of q + 1. Therefore the number of q-decompositions is at
most O(n3). Moreover, by Lemma 4, knowing whether a given q-decomposition of n
is con@guring T can be decided in at most O(n4) steps. Thus, the complexity of the
problem given in the claim is at most in O(n7).
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Note that in [4], we give a detailed polynomial algorithm to solve Problem 1 for
tripodes, with some computational results (see Fig. 6).
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3. Conclusion
In this article, we deal with trees having only one vertex with degree more than 2. In
[4], we give some preliminary results about k-podes with k ¿ 3. A detailed polynomial
algorithm to decide whether such a given tree is decomposable is also given in [4]. In
Fig. 6, we give all the decomposable tripodes of order n, with n620.
Knowing whether or not Problem 1 is NP-complete is still an open problem. This
can be considered in two ways:
• Does there exist a constant c¿ 3 such that Problem 1 can be polynomially solved
for any k-podes, with k6c?
• Does there exist a constant c such that this problem can be polynomially solved for
any tree (eventually with a bounded degree d¿3) with less than c vertices and a
degree greater than 2?
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